WUHAN PNEUMONIA WILL PASS, BUT A BIGGER AND MORE VIOLENT PLAGUE WILL
COME AGAIN
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Above: In 2003 and 2004, the same penal double offense was the same, and the
corresponding human plague catastrophe was changed.
Reposted from Minghui.com February 9, 2020
( Continued from the previous article )
Sixth, the celestial phenomenon quietly changed, the saint has returned
The astronomical phenomenon has obviously changed since 2003. The correspondence between
the celestial phenomena and the human world is changed, and usually no one can see the
secret of heaven in advance.
1. The first pandemic was weakened, and the second pandemic was moved
When the astronomical phenomenon of the SARS epidemic was shown in 2003[1], the
dislocation of heaven and humans had begun. See the left half of the above picture.
Although the time is right, the scale of the plague has been greatly reduced. That
celestial phenomenon was a big plague in the old fortune .
Under the same or similar celestial phenomena, the human world will repeat the history of
the same theme with a different appearance. Look at the right part of the picture above,
the same Mars and Venus as the left, there will be a great plague in the world, but there
is no, it has been empty for more than 15 years! A major dislocation of heaven and man!
Is there a great virtue in the world to eliminate the second disaster? No, the CCP ’s
crime of persecuting Falun Dafa has intensified. The latest one has lasted for more than
20 years. Therefore, this disaster cannot be eliminated, it can only be postponed.

The second major plague in December 2004, shown in the astronomical chart above, was
moved to the present day and it was postponed for more than 15 years! As for the third
major plague and other natural and man-made disasters that have not yet been determined
due to many variables, if they happen, they are still waiting.
2. The source of Wuhan pneumonia plague
Under his leadership the CCP claims to overcome the SARS SARS ( of SARS ) epidemic, but
experts warned at the time: ". SARS will come back."
The Wuhan pneumonia epidemic coronavirus virus is derived from the SARS coronavirus
it? Look at the WeChat screenshots reported internally by the earliest discoverer.

Picture: A screenshot of the internal WeChat communication of the original discoverer of
the Wuhan pneumonia virus, showing that the Wuhan coronavirus originated from the SARS
coronavirus family.
It can be seen from the above picture that the CCP government intentionally avoided SARS
because the CCP has been propagating that SARS was defeated by them. The doctor who first
discovered the virus had only the SARS kit in his hand, so the test conclusion was of
course that the SARS virus was coming again!
Is it due to SARS? SARS is also caused by a new type of coronavirus. The result of an
overseas Wuhan pneumonia virus test is 96% similar to SARS. Regardless of whether it
originated from SARS, scholars at home and abroad have admitted that Wuhan pneumonia
coronavirus and SARS coronavirus are close relatives, so it may be assumed that the two
pandemics have the same source.
3. The third pandemic that may not be determined yet

From the subtle correspondence between the changes in the astronomical phenomena and the
evolution of the world, everyone who can calm down may feel their own insignificance. The
major historical lessons are to alert and assist future generations, especially paving
the way for salvation and salvation in the end of this world.

Picture: The movie "Da Ming Jie" shows the great plague that destroyed the Ming Dynasty.
The screenshot of the video shows the state of the patient at the moment of death
(provided by the author)
The movie "Da Ming Jie" interprets the great plague of the late Ming Dynasty. This
historical film several times showed the patient’s symptoms before his death: the eyes
were bloody, and the person died immediately.
This is strange. The last symptom of the respiratory tract infection was bleeding eyes.
Why are the eyes bleeding? The reports of the CCP’s destruction of Buddhism, persecution
of beliefs, and fabricated lies and slander of Buddhism that people have seen with their
eyes. Television, videos, texts, and animations. At that time, there were a few people
who died of bleeding from their ears, because those people were the poison of the CCP's
lies that they heard from their ears.
4. The source and spread of the third pandemic

Above: In response to the Wuhan pneumonia plague, the CCP issued a strict ban,

stipulating that all messages sent by the private sector are fake, banned from being
distributed, and offenders are handed to the police.
In response to the Wuhan pneumonia epidemic, the CCP’s cover-up is from beginning to
end. The password in the above picture shows that no one is allowed to publish any
information and pictures related to the epidemic, regardless of the authenticity. If you
send it, you spread rumors. Such a threat is to force the people Be consistent with
it. While covering up, while advocating that the form is improving, whoever believes will
suffer.
No matter how severe the epidemic is now covered, it will pass, because this pandemic was
originally a high infection and low fatality, and it was the second warning to
people. After the plague, rigorous doctors would say that patients with Wuhan pneumonia
recovered and were discharged from the hospital. They dare not say that they were cured
by the hospital because there is no proven specific medicine. The CCP will preach: it led
the people to "defeat" SARS last time, and this time it led the people to "effectively
defeat" the "new" coronavirus and cured patients.
According to the nature of the CCP, it will continue to persecute and confuse the people
with lies. Continuing to do evil will provoke the third great plague.
If the third major plague still occurs, it will be even more infectious, highly virulent,
and highly lethal, because the outbreak is too fast, and everything is too late to
react. source? Maybe you will find something like a bat, or something else. But the real
source of the virus may have been lurking in many people this time. ——Now people think
that the incubation period of the coronavirus is 14 days, but 14 days may just be an
experience that people have just begun to recognize. For AIDS awareness incubation
period, not in the lesson again and again in recognition extended to two or three decades
it?
Moved after the second pandemic, squeezing the place for the third pandemic, and also set
up the third battle formation. The prophecy of "Revelation" waits for that seal
(completely) to be uncovered, and the directional mutation corresponding to the human and
virus will begin.
The metaphor of "Revelation" is like this: "When the fourth seal was opened, I heard the
fourth living creature say'you come'. I watched and saw a gray horse. The name of the one

riding on the horse is called death. Yin. The government followed him. They were given
authority to kill a quarter of the people on the earth with swords, famine, plague, and
wild beasts."
Note that this ratio is one-quarter of that of the world, because many countries in the
world also believe in the CCP’s persecution of Falun Gong . Whoever listens to it will
be killed by Satan’s lies, because he automatically stands with Satan. It is opposed to
the "lamb", the lord of the new universe in the future. There is no way in Xintiandi to
ask him, he can only go where he is eliminated.
5. The celestial phenomena are proving that the "Revelation" is proclaiming: the number
of days has been changed and the saint returns
Who has such a big deal to change the astronomical phenomenon? Without great merit in the
world, disasters cannot be delayed. Only the ruler of the universe must move the definite
number of the universe.
Corresponding to the "seven seals" of the catastrophe on earth, the "Bible Revelation"
says: "I saw a scroll in the right hand of the seated throne, with words written inside
and out, sealed with seven seals. I saw another A strong angel proclaimed loudly: “Who
is worthy to unfold the scroll and uncover the seven seals?”... The lamb came and took
the scroll from the right hand sitting on the throne. He took the scroll and lived four
lives. Wu and the twenty-four elders prostrated themselves in front of the Lamb, each
holding a harp, and a golden furnace full of incense. This incense is the prayer of all
the saints. They sang a new song:'You are worthy to take the scroll, worthy to reveal
Open the seven seals. Because you were killed and redeemed with your own blood from all
races, all peoples and nations, and called them to God...'"
"Seven Seals seal" the doom of the old universe-determined, however, as the new masters
of the universe of "lamb", and Lord of lords , do not follow the old set number of cosmic
salvation, only he can change the number of days. Because when the "seal" will be
released, he has the final say.
Today, the astronomical corresponding to the human world has quietly and drastically
changed, and it is showing today: the hope of redemption for mankind-the savior that all
nations of the world have been looking forward to for thousands of years, and the return
of the saint that the Chinese have been looking forward to for thousands of years. The

enlightened ones and saints in the five thousand years of history entrusted the
descendants are happening.
Why postpone? Let’s take a look at what Master Li Hongzhi said in 2009: “From what you
’re doing now, it’s not enough. It’s not as much as I want, but try to save as much as
possible. The minimum is half, or 70% or 80% is the best, so I Just ask everyone to do
their best"[2].
Postpone the catastrophe in order to save more people.
6. At the time of the catastrophe, cultivators have the mission of saving others
Some people may think: There is really a third major plague. Is it true that people who
have recovered from the disease this time, and a large number of people who have been
exposed to the virus have not gotten sick, because the body has produced antibodies, they
can be immune for life and will be spared next time?
Unfortunately, this is not the case. There have been lessons in history. The experiencer
of the great plague in ancient Rome, Ivagrels, wrote: "Some people have been infected
once or twice and recovered, but what awaits them is the third infection and subsequent
death."[ 3]
Now it has been discovered that the Wuhan pneumonia virus of the second major plague has
mutated a lot than the SARS coronavirus (but the main part of the SARS genome has not
changed). If it breaks out again, the virus will mutate in the direction of high
explosiveness (high toxicity, rapid deterioration).
This time, people have different levels of plague, and people who don’t have plague have
different levels of terror in their hearts. In fact, they are different levels of
warnings from heaven.
"If the rich and the poor don’t change their minds, look at the time of death." The
"Berwin Stele" predicted this: not "changing their hearts," they still listen to the lies
of the CCP and stand on the side of the CCP’s persecution of faith. In the catastrophe,
followed.
Having said that, many people may be able to realize how to survive the plague.
The a priori of history warns people today: Christians saved people from the great plague
of ancient Rome. The patient understood the truth, walked out of the lies, and received
the approval of the Christian God, the plague god retreated, and the redeemed recovered.

The plague only passed; the great plague of the Ming Dynasty was healed and healed, not
Wu Youke’s "Dayuan Drink", but his secret medicine introduction-the mantra, the patient
recites sincerely, Only after receiving Wu Youke's enlightenment from the righteous gods
of the family discipline, did the god of plague retreat.
Time changes and things are different. All the past awards are useless. Getting the
"Lamb" award is the root of salvation. The plague god will not invade and death will not
come. The prerequisite is that I truly see through the persecution lies instilled by the
CCP and accept the nine-character mantra "Falun Dafa is good, Truthfulness, Compassion
and Forbearance". Then, the accolades from the CCP will naturally be cleared and new
accolades will be given. .
This does not exclude modern scientific treatment, hospital or home isolation care. Drugs
can indeed play a role in regulating or alleviating, but they are all auxiliary, and they
are basically awarded by the "lamb", which makes the virulence of the plague. Afraid to
approach. If you sincerely withdraw from the CCP, you will be awarded a kind of
"lamb." Being able to recite the nine-character mantra of "Falun Dafa is good,
Truthfulness, Compassion and Forbearance" is sincere, and the "Lamb" will be better
taught.
Look at the prophecy in the previous picture " Pushing Back Picture" :
"Read more of the old books": The "used books" here must be good books, and can also be
interpreted as "historical books", which can be extended to "the essence of history".
What is shown here is not paving the way for saving people today. Is it a historical
chapter?
"Everybody is responsible, and every word is the king", "When righteous words come out,
they are wise": Everyone has the responsibility to save people, spread the "righteous
words" and the truth of saving people, and pass them to every gentleman and every
ordinary person. Because everyone's life is worthy of respect and is cherished by
"saints". This is the wise move of everyone.
Doesn't " Horse Lessons " prophesy that "only saints are the only ones to save people
from disasters"? Today, if you can follow the saints to spread the truth, no matter who
they are, whether they are practitioners or not, they can become saints in the future.
That is destined by the supreme "Lamb". Because saving sentient beings is fundamentally a

great merit not available in history, enough to enable everyone who follows in the
footsteps of saints to become holy (lord) in the future.
"As long as anyone has an ear, let him hear." (If anyone has an ear, let him hear.)
"Revelation" four times emphasizes the mission of spreading the truth about the gospel of
saving people, to every reader, every one People: If anyone has an ear, let him hear.
(This article only represents the author's personal views and statements)

